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SUhlhIARY
~ blade-element theory for aanid--ow compre8sor8has been
deoeloped and applied to the anulysi8 of the. effects of basic
deeign variabkwvuch as Mach number, blude loading, and mJoc-
ily didn”buiion on compree80r performance. A graphi.cul
method tlwt ia u8efulfor approximate design cakulati0n8 i8 pre-
8ented. Tle relati0n8 among 8e8eralefinci48 useful in com-
pressor design are derived and &cu8sed. The po8sible gains
in useful operating range obtainable by the use of adjustable
8tator bk.des are discu8sed and a rapid approaz”mdemethod of
calculating blade-angleree&”ng8b shown by an ezurnpk.
me relatice Mach nwnber is shown to be a dominunt fizctor
in determining ihe pressure rahk. Cimeiderabt?eincrease in
pres8ure ratio overthd for conventwnul design8 sun be obtained
by producing a velocity distribution that gives relative inlet
Mach numbers clo8eto the limiting Mach number on alJ blade
element8. With a given imkt Mizch number, the pressure ratw
obtainable acro88a bbde row increa+weand the 8peczjic ma88
$OWdecrease8as the ratio of mean whtil velocity to am-alvelocity
increases for the high-emncy range of thie vebm”ty ratw
(that ie, near 1).
For compre880rdesigw un”iha dejinite Mach number limita-
iian, the ze.hmitydistribution in the inlet stage ia particularly
important because the inlet stage limits both the mass j?ow and
the rotor 8peedof the compressor and thereby limits the pre+w-ure
ratio of the later etage8a8 well as the inlet stage. By the use
of inlet guide vanes dev@ed to produce a radial natitwn of
axial velocity at the Met to the$rst rotorl a substtzntial increase
in 8tuge pre88ure ratio and a 81ight increa8e in 8pecij% ma88
flow over designs boxed on free v&ex with the same turning
and Mach number limitations are 8h0umto bepos&ible. In the
succeeding stages, ~hemaximum pressure ratio per 8@7eis ob-
tained by increasing the hub diameter to obiain the muximum
axial velocity compatible with the Mach number limitation.
INTRODUCTION
The limited amount of research information available for
the design of turbojet and turbine-propeller enghm has em-
phasized the need for fundamental r~earch on the coru-
presaor as one of the principal components of these power
plants. The compressor characteristics that must be con-
sidered in the rwarch program are efficiency, size, weight,
and operating range or flexibility.
Compressor efficiency has a pronounced effect on the spe-
tic fuel consumption of the engine and is therefore especially
important for Iong-ramge nonstop fighb where the fwd
weight may amount to several timw the useful pay load.
Although the eftlciency of modern axial-flow compr~m is
high compared with other types of compressor, substantial
gains in engine performance can ba derived from further
improvement in compressor ef%ciency.
The importance of size and weight per unit power output
of the engine rapidly increases as the flight speed is increased
because of the rapid increase in the power required. For
some of the high-speed aircraft being deveIoped, consider-
ation of the size and the -weight of the power plant becomes
of the utmost importance. This amdysis is primarily con- ““ “-”
cerned with the compressor size as given by its ditimeter and
length and therefore considers the weight onIy as it is afleck
ed by these -rariabkm The length of a compressor for a
given pressure ratio is determined by the pressure ratio per
stage and the axhd length of a stage; the diameter for a given
air flow is determined by the air flow per unit cro~-sectional
area and by the percentage of the total frontaI area utilized.
Because of the relatively low presmre ratio per stage, the
length of an s.KM-flow comprwsor is usually greater than
that of a centrifugal comprwor, but the over-all diameter
is smalIer because of the utilization of a Iarger percentage of ~
the over-all frontaI area for air intake. Special effort should
therefore be made to reduce the Iength of an axial-flow com-
pressor with a given over-aU pressure ratio by increasing the
pressure ratio per stage. Reduction in the diameter for a
given air flow by increas& the flow per unit Met area is
ilso advantageous, particularly for supersonic aircraft, where
frontal area is extremely important.
For operation at other than deeign conditions, the corn-
presser range, or flexibility, beoomes important. At engine
speeds below the design vaIue, the compressor operat@o
ef3ioiency may be IO-Wbecause of a drop in peak oompresaol
efEciency or because of improper matching of the compressor
with the tmbine- under these conditions. Consequently, the
power required to start the engine and the time required to
accelerate to design speed maybe high. Because of improper
matching, compressor surging may be encountered at inter-
mediate. speeds, particularly during rapid acceleration. The
engine stmt~g and .accelerati characte~tim VW ~~~- ..-
flow compressors are generally poorer thsm with centrifugal
compressors mainly because the ei3ciency is highest at rela-
tively high compressor speeds and drops appreciably as the
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in terms of the flow-area ratio and the polytropic compression
efbkmcy.
A gra~hical method that is usefuI for rapid determination
of these ratios for several polytropic compression e&iencies “-
born 0.7 to 1.0 ia illustrated. As no restriction is. placc(] cm
the va.r&ion in axkl velocity acros9 a Made row, the method
and the-charts are applicable to a wide variety of comprwsor-
design proble~s, but a rigorous application requires addit-
ional relations based on considerations of radial equilibrium.
/ 4 .[L=&=-/’ “--: 1.
Y@ The charts, however, may be used for rapid approximate
design crilculatiogs and for the calculation of Made-anglo
resettin~ for diflerent operating conditions by considcriug
only mean conditions for the entire annulai passage at each
axial station.
=:..;
(a) Vdabla axld veloclty. (b) Canstmt axialvekdty.
BIGUBSL-R&tke-vdocuy diagramfor typkal bhde mw.
speed is reduced. The use of high pressure ratios to improve
the cycle e.fiiciency accentuates the problems associated with
starting and acderating to dtign .syeed and emph.qsizes
the need for the improvement of the r~e of the compressor.
h analysis was conducted during 1946 at the NACA
CleveIand laboratory to determine the tiect of basic design
variabIes. on subsonic axial-flow-compressor performance.
The efYect of basic design variables such as Mach number,
bladb loading, and velocity distribution on efficiency, pressure
ratio, and mass flow in axkd-flow compressor is analyzed
herein in terms of blade-element theory, which is an extension
of the theorica developed in references 1 and 2. The blade-
ekment amdysti neglects the effects of variations in velocity,
pressure, and density in the tangential directional a given axial
station between blade rows. On this basis, the relative flow
across a bIade row is treated as a steady, “one-dimausiord,”
adiabatic, compressible flow, and the velocity ratio, pressure
ratio, density ratio, and velocity-of-sound ratio am expressed
In order to investigate the effect of the ratio of mean whirl
velocity to axial velocity on the eflkiency, a blade-ekmcnt
theory of efficiency based on incompressible flow and constan~
axial velocity is developed, The pressure ratio. for constant
axial velocity and compressibk flow is then expressed in terms
of the Made-element drag-lift ratio and tho ratio of mean
did velocity to axial veIocity by using tho general theory
for pr~sure ratio and by assuming that the poIytropic
efficiency is equal to the eflkiency obtained from tho
incompressible-flow theory. The e.tTecLof .thc ratio of tho
mean -&id velocity to axiaI velocity on the specific mass flow
is also derived in terms of compressible-flow theory.
SYMBOLS
The symboIs used in this report are defined in alphulwticril
order. The quantities represented by the symbols dj, Jf,
V, w., and ISdepend on. the reference frame. When only a
single row of bIadw is.being cansidexed, that row of Iiadcs is
taken as the reference frame. In consideration of n mmpleta
stage or any other cases where the refcrenco frame is not ,
clear, it” is indicated by the subscript R or S for rotor or _
. statort respectively.
A
a
c
c.
c.
c
Cp
c~
D
.?
dj
9
El
cros9-sectionaI area, square fceb
velocity of sound, feet per second
factor used. in expressing total cfficicncics in(11+7.;1fif~terms of static efficiencies, —~— 1 fif12l+y-
L’ J
drag coeilkient
lift coefficient
blade chord, feet
specific heat at constant pressure, 13Lu pcr
pound ‘F
specilic heat at constant” volume, B Lu pcr
pound ‘F
blade-profiIe @ag, pounds per foot
resultant force on blade element, pounds pvr foot
flow area of entire annular passage twken normrd
to streandines at mean mclius, square feet
flow area taken normal to streamlines IMwceu
two infinitely close mwm stream surfaces,
square feet
standard acceleration due to gravity, 3!?.174 feet
per second per second
total enthalpy per unit mass, foot-pounds per
pound
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static enthaIpy per unit mass, foot-pounds per
pound
mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 foot-pounds
per Btu
constant in turning-angle relation
bIade-proilIe Iift, pounds per foot
bIade length, feet
local Mach number, (T7/a)
poIytropic exponent for compression
total pressure, pounds per square foot absolute
static pressure, pounds per square foot absolute
gas constant., foot-pounds per pound “R
radius to blade ekment, feet
blade spacing at radius r, feet
total temperature, “R
static temperature, “R
velocity of blade (w) at radius r, feet per second
air velocity with respect to given reference
frame, feet per second
mass flow rate, pounds per second
specific mass flow rate, pounds per second per
square foot
ratio of mean whirl -reIocity to axiaI velocity
a(fig. 1)
ratio of decrease in whirl velocity to axiaI
velocity (fig. 1)
ang~e of attack of iadated airfoil for zero Iift,
degrees
angle between compressor axis and air velocity,
or flow angle (fig. I), degrees
ratio of specific heats, (cP/c,)
ratio of inlet total pres9ure to standard sea-level
pressure (21 16.2 lb/sq ft)
gliding angIe, (tan “ D/L)
10s9ratio, (1-T,,, J
efficiency of compression
adiabatic efficiency of compression based on
static pressure and temperature (U&SS otherw-
ise specified)
po~ytropic efficiency of compr~sion based on
static pressure and temperature (unless other-
wise specXed)
ratio of inlet. totaI temperature to standard sea-
level temperature (518.6 ‘R)
mass density, slugg per cubic foot
blade-eIement solidity, c/S
angle between bIade chord and compressor axis,
degrees
absolute angular velocity of blade, radians per
second
standard sea-level condition (except for aO)
inlet to blade row or stage
outlet of blade row
outlet of stage
axial
nnnuIus
hub
incompressible
ideal
m
R
r
s
8
St
2-’
t
w
8
referred to vector-mean velocity
rotor reference frame
radial
statm reference frame
secondary
static
total
rotor.-blade tip
Jvhirl
tangential
BLADE-ELEMENT THEORY
The blade-demerit theory is divided into four parts: (1)
the generaI compressible-flow theory in terms of polytropic
compression ticiency; (2) the theory of blade-element
efficiency in terms of incompressible flow and constant axiaI
velocity; (3) the results of the fit two parts combined to
obtain the pressure ratio as a function of the drag-lift ratio
and the ratio of mean -whirl veIocity to axiaI velocity for
constant tial velocity; and (4) the specific mass flow in
terms of compressib~e-ilow theory.
CONPRIMSIBLE-FLOW THEORY
One-dimensional anaIysis.-Because of the extreme com-
plexity of the actual flow through compressor blades, variout
approximate methods of analysis are necessary. Analysis
based on one-dimensional flow, that is, flow which is a
function of a single coordinate of position, given in various
forms and invoIving various appro-ximations, has prov@
nsefuI in the anaIysis of the flow through compressors and
turbines and as a basis for design. (See, for example, refer-
ences 3 to 5.) With an M.nite number -of blades, a perfect
compressible fluid theoretically flows along’ surfac= of revo-
lution, which constitute flow surfaces, and the velocity, the
pressure, ind the density are independent of the circum-
ferential position. Because these flow variables may be
expressed as a function of a single coordinate of position for
the flow between two infbitely close stream surfaces, this
flow may be considered as onedimensional flow. The
actual determination of the stream surfaces, of course,
constitutes a separate probIem involving consid=tions of.
radial equilibrium.
The flow of a real fluid through a finite number of bIades,
however, is dependent on the circumferential position be-
cause of the effects of finite blade circulation, viscosity, and
turbulence. Also the flow is no longer confined to surfaces
of re-rolution because the circumferential variations in the
radiaI and axial components of velocity generally produce a
variation in the inclination of the flow to the compressor axis.
A usefuI onedimensional approximation to the actual flow
may be obtained, however, by using vahs of veIocityj
pressure, and density averaged in the circumferential direc-
tion and by using for mean stream surfaces, surfaces of
revolution through which the average net flow at any itial
position is zero.
This one-dimensional analysis is to be used to estimate the
change in conditions across a blade row for the flow between
two infinitely cIose mean stiearn surfacw of revolution. The
bhide row under consideration is taken as the reference
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frame and the flow is steady except for turbulent fluctuations.
The prmsures, temperature, densitiw, and velocity com-
ponents are the values averaged both with respect to the time
and the circumferential position. Because the mean stream
surfaces were so chosen that the net flow acro~..them~s ZW.0,
the mass flow between these surfacea at the itiet .to the
blade row must be equal to that at the outlet, and the
cmtinui~ equation may be written
plV., 12n-rldrl=tiVa,s2z-r~r2
where ~1 and rl + drl are the radial positions ahead of the
blade row and rs and rs + drz are the radial positions after
the blade row of the mean stream surfaces. TIM continuity
equation may also be expressed in terms of the resultant
velocity and the effective flOW area:
where the flow area or effective cross-sectional tuea normal.
to the reIative velocity is given by
df= 23rrdr
When V,/V.< <1 at this station,
The one-dimensional approximation to the continuity
equation using mean valuea is exact for incompressible flow
and introduces only small errors resulting from the correla-
tion between turbulent fluctuations of velocity and density
for compressible flow (refemnca 6). ___
The energy equgtion based on the one-dimensional approxi-
mation using mean valuM can also be employed, but the
errors remilting from turbulent fluctuations and from the
variation .of time-averaged velocity around the circumference
may be appreciable if these fluctuations and variations are
large, as would be the case..near any point of .Ilow sqwation
along the blade surface. The comectjon for them effecte is
quite compIex (reference 6, equation (43)) and beyond the
scope of the pref3ent investigation. fi the” reference frame.
fied with respect to the blade XOW,go work is done by the
blades on the air. Some work, however, maybe done on the
given layer of fluid by adjacent layers of fluid across the
boundary surfaces of revolution. The energy exchanges
across tlhe9e surfaces of resolution. involve .temxu shnilar to
those given by equation (43) of refer~ce 6 for the boundary
sections at the end stations 1 and 2, but any detailed cons-
ideration of thwe. energy exchanges is ako beyond the scope
of the present invcdigation. If these energy exchanges are.
neglected, qs well as heat transfer between the bhuks and the
fluid, the_ energy equation across a rotor-blade row can be
written as
(q
The terms involving the angular velocity u of the referenco
frame represent the change in potential energy in the
cetitrifiugaI-force field that results from tho rotating rcfercncc
frame. This equation could, of course, have been obttiined
by first considering the energy equation for the stationary
reference fkame and then transforming the r@ul@ to LIW
rotating reference frame. By the ~~pression of l.he tl outaicle
the pmentheses in terms of the velocity of sound
al= m= J(T— l)gJcJl (3)
equation (2) gives, after slight rearrangement,
The energy equation for the flow through the stator blades
ddlers. only in that the reference frame is stationary and
therefore u=O. The validity of equation (4) is umaflcctcd
by frictional losses over the blades. Even separat,iou fol-
lowed by turbulent mixing would not affect the validity of
equation (4) provided that: (1) station 2 is taken far enough
downstream that the flow is sufficiently uniform and tur-
bulence has decayed to such an extent that tAe ouc-
dimensional approximation is adequate, and (2) the energy
addition or abstraction from adj scent fluid layers or from tho
blades by heat conduction is negligible. In case of separatiori
it is generally necessary to go so far downstream to satisfy
conditicm (1) that condkiou (2) is not oven appro.ximatcly
satisfied, but for normal compressor operation without
separation both conditions are approximately satisfied at a
small distance downstream of tlm blade row,
Althcmgh the temperature ratio tJtl and the velociLy-of-
sound ratio a& which k equal to the square root of tho
temperature ratio, depend mdy on the v&iabIes given in
equation (4 independently of frictional Losses, the pressuro
ratio pzjpl and the dk~ty ratio “h/n depend on an additional
variable representing the losses, which can be taken as t.hc
polytropic exponent or polytropic efficiency. The reIfi t,ion
betweti the pressure ratio and the density ra~io is given hy
the familiar polytropic relation
pa
(P)
–=@” -.
PI 1
and, by use of the equation of state for a perfect gas
and equation (3), the relations between the various ratios
can be concisely written as
(5)
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The value of n depends on the lossa and can be expressed
in terms of the poIytropic compression efficiency, as dis-
cussed in the following section.
The density ratio can be Lminated from equation (1) by
means of equations (4) and (5) to obtain the flow-area ratio
as an expIicit function of the velocity ratios, the inlet Mach
number, and the polytrcpic exponent:
(6)
For axial-flow compressor, radial flow can usually be
neglected; commquently rl equals r~ and equation (6) becomes
which does not contain w and hence has the same form for
rotating and stationary blad~. The validity of equations
(2), (4), (6), and (6a) depends on the use of the given blade
row as reference frame for the velocities, the flow areas, and
the MA number.
General eiliciency relations,-The expression of the
exponent in terms of an efficiency is desirable. The poly-
tropic efficiency based on static pressures and temperatures
is closely retated to the polytropic exponent and serves as a
convenient and useful measure of performance. The signifi-
cence of this efhiency and its relation to other efficiencies
frequently used and to the poIytropic exponent requires
consideration. Different expressions for the poIytropic
efficiency are obtained for compr.~on and exption
processes because the terms representing input and output me
interchanged. Only compression eficiency is considered
here. The following amdysis assumes that the actual process
is adiabatic; that is, no heat transfer is involved.
Compressor efficiency is usually defined as Lhe ratio of the
ideal work of compression from the initial to the final totaI
pressure to the actual -work done by the rotor blades on the
air. This efficiency is satisfactory for over-all compressor-
performance representation, but gives no information on the
efficiency tith which static pressure is increased and is
meaningk-ss when applied to stationary elements of the com-
pressor (stator bIades and outlet diffuser) as no work is done
by these elements (in terms of the usmd stationary reference
frame). In general, the work input by a given element of
the compressor depends on the reference frame. For the
reference frame fi~ed with respect to a given blade row, as
used in the bIade-element analysis, the work input by the
given blade row is zero regardless of whether these blades
are rotor blades or stator bIadw. The total mechanical
energy available for increasing the pressure in the given
process must therefore be considered.
For an adiabatic process considered herein, the wvaiIabIe
energy is equal to the chmge in (static) enthilpy M in the
process (which is obviondy independent of the reference
frame). The ideaI energy in foot-pounds per pound required
for compression between the same initiaI and final pressures
in a continuous-flow process is given by
Jl~dpi PIPti@)
where pfa ~) is the mass density as a function of pressure for
the ideaI process. The subscripts 1 and 2 used here and in
other general equations defining the efficiencies or ehcrwing
their interrelations indicate the initkd and final states for __
any portion of the compression process considered and are
not necessarily limited to the inlet and the outlet of a blade ,
row as for most of the equations in the bIadeeIement theory,
The generaI definition of static compression efilciency, that
is, the e=ciency with which mechanical energy is utilized to
increase the static premnre, is equal
energy to the actual energy required
and is therefore
to the ratio of ideal
for the compression,
(7)”
and differs from the corresponding efficiency based on tataI
pressure only in the replacement of enthalpiw and pressures
based on totaI (stagnation) conditions by those based on static
conditiom. Unlike the e.tllciency based on total condiiioti,
..——
the efficiency based on static conditions is independent of the
reference frame and can be applied equally well to stationary
and rotating components of the comprwsor. For th=e ‘
-—
reasons, an eflkiency based on static conditions is introduced.
The efficiency is incompletely specified, however, unti-the
ideal process of compression is given. The only ideal proc-
esses that will be considered here are the adiabatic and
P@tropic processes that form the basis for the ccmwponding –
adiabatic and poIytropic e.ftlciencies. The ideal adiabatic
prow is a reversible adiabatic process between the same
initiaI pressures and tempwatures and the same ihal pressure
as the actual process. (The fial temperatures will be
dMerent unless the efficiency is 1.) The ideal polytrcpic
process is a reversible polytropic process with a constant
exponent and with the same initial and final pressui&” and
temperatures as the actual process. Thus the ideaI adiabatic
proms differs from the actual process in the fial te.rnpera-
ture, whereas the ideal polytropic procew differs from the
actual proceea in the existence of heat addition to the gas
for the ideaI process.
For compression without heat transfer, the &Iation be-
tween adiabatic and PcJytropic ticiency is shown in appen-
dix A to be given by
7–1
0
9 -T_l
%d= 1 ~_~ .- (ij
(P)
& m_l
1
for efficiencies and pressure ratio based on either totaI or
static conditions. When the pressure ratio is plotted on a
Iogaritbmic scale (fig. 2), a nearIy straight-Iine reIation is
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obtained with the two efficiencies equal at a pressure ratio
of 1, For the pressure ratios (generally less than- 1.2)
obtained across a row of bIades of subsonic designs, the
difference between adiabatic and polytropic efficiencies is
negligible (fig. 2). The polytropic exponent for compression
k shown in appendix A to be given in terms of the poIytropic
efhciency by the relation
n= 79
7—1 ‘--
“ (9)
ml—~ - . . .
The reIation between the adiabatic and polytropic efli-
ciencies based on ;total and static conditions is also shown
in appendix A ta be given by
‘y-l-=.
&“ ““
() z
qad.T=qad,8i
p2 ?
()z
–l+(l —t?)(l-qd,,t)
and
where
. .
... .—L
From these equations, for both the adiabatic efficiency and
tlm polytropio ficiency no difhrence exists in the corre-
sponding e5cienciee based on total and static conditions when
the static efficiency is equal to 1 or when C= 1, that is, when
M, =M,. In general, the difference between the total and
static @ciencies (for both adiabatic and poIytropic eff~cien-
cies) decreases as the pressure ratio or efficiency incrcascs or
as C approaches 1, l?or: over-all performance reprcwmtation
of a compressor under normal opcrat.ing conditions, tho
ditTerenc.e between the total and static efficiencies is generally
dl. For example, for PJPl=5, M=O, M,= 0.5, and
~u,,t=O.80, tie ~tal ficiency is 0.814. ~ th~ Jfach
numbers at the inlet and outlet measuring stations are nearly
equal, the dflerenca in efficiencies will be considerably less.
The” discussion on efficiency mwy be summarized: Tho
difleregce between the adiabatic and polytropic dficicncics ia
usually negligible for the pressure rat ios oh tainahlc acrow. a
bIade row or a stage but becomes important when the owr-
alI ficiency of a compressor is considered. Tho chart
relating the two efficiencies (llg. 2] @ usofnl in est.ima ting tho
over-all “adiabatic efficiency of a cofiprcssor for adiabatic
compression in. terms of an average stage efficiency repre-
sented by the polytropic efficiaucy. Efficiencice Imscd on
static-pressure and static-temperature changes are required
in considering the compression across individual blade rows
and the same basis for ticiency can be used for over-all
compmesm-performance representation. If tho conventional
adiabatic efficiency for the over-all performance in tern-w of
total pressures and temperatures k dceircd, a smalI correction
may be applied to the adiabatic efBciency based on st.a tic
states to take account of the change in Mach number across
the compressor.
Graphical representation in terms of poIytropic efftcien-
cy,—A graphical representation of equation (6a) in terms
of qn (equation (9)) is uecful for tho rapid determination of
any one of the variables in terms of t.lm others (fig. 3). By
use of equations (4) (yith r]= rJ, (5), and (9), the velocity -
of-sound ratio aJal, temperature ratio hltl, density ratio PJPL,
and pressure ratio pJpl may also be explicitly cxprcsscd in
terms of the same variables as were uecd for the ilow-mcti
ratio. .For the applications considered, however, the re-
placement of the velocity ratio by the flow-mea ratio ag
“one of the independent variables by the usc of tho impIicit
equation (6a) is convenient. The graphical rcprcscntation
of these ratios with the inlet Mach number, ilow-area ratio,
and polytropic efficiency as independent variabIes is shown
in @S z Figures 3 and 4 show that the polytropic cfli-
ciency has a rather large effect on some of the flow relations
especially at Mach numbers approaching 1. Apprccial-dc
error in the flow reIationa for a given typo of Mading may
therefore remdt if the calculations aro based on isentropic
flow.
Gharis similar to figures 3 and 4 may bc used for a wide
variety—of design calculations, but a rigorous application
requires additional relations based on considerations of radial
equilibrium and wiII not be further developed hem. The
charts, however, may be used for rapid approximate design
calculations and for the calculation of bIade-angle rwctthga
for difTerent operating conditions by considering only mean
conditions for the entire anmdar passage. An example of
this type of application is given in appendix B.
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BLADEELEMENT EFFICIENCY
The exact analysis of the efficiency of an axial-flow com-
pressor is extremely complex and must be based on a detailed
knowledge of the flow processes involved, but an approximate
antdysis may be made by treating the flow and the mrre-
spond~ losses near the ends of the blades separately from
:9, One-amnsfti flow = fondfon cd %ow-nrea
PoMP~c -m h foradldmtfc Compredn.1
those for the centraI portion of the annuk passage. The
losses near the ends of the bladw will be disoussed under
the section Application of BladeElement Theory to” Com-
pressor Design. The following analysis of blade-element e&
ciency applies to the main portion of the flow and is based
on the assumptions of incompressible flow, constant axial
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bladdement 8ffiC@lGy. The theory is similar to that pre-
sented in reference 2, but the efficiency l)ascd on static-
presmwe rise for a single blade row treated as a diffuser is
used instead of the stage efhciency based on power inpt.lt.
velocity across the blade row (fig. 1 (b)), and no radial flow.
The usual magnitudes of radial flow, variations in axkd
velocity, and compressibility eilects encountered in subsonic-
compressor designs are assumed to have little effect on the
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The blade+lement ficiency for a blade rovv is shovvn in
appendix A to be given by
ID
or
tan (900–9.)
~“’’=tan (90°–flm+e)
(lo)
(11)
which, as might be expected, is the same as the profile efli-
oiency of a propeIIer.
The variation of the blade-element e.tliciency with ratio of
the mean -whirl velocity to axial velocity w. is shown in
figure 5 for values of D/L of 0,0.05, and 0.10. For optimum
angles of attack and eEicient blading, the value of D/L
should be Iess than O.O5 and high bl~de-element ficiencies
should therefore be obtained. Because of the large variations
in axialvelocity, t-be large and complex secondary flow, and
the frictional effects of the wails, the blade-element analysis
cannot be cqected to give an acc~te representation for the
efficiency in the region of the blade root and the bkde tip.
Because the analysis applies to either rotor or stator blades,
the optimum value of w. is the same for each and the
resulting optimum velocity diagram for the stage is sym-
metrical. For a symmetrical velocity diagram, the losses
and the ideal pressure rises are the same for the rotor and
stator blades @ ditlerencw in the bounda~-layer conditions
are assumed not to a.tlect the value of D/L) and the eftlciency
of conversion t-o static pressure for the stage is the same as
for each blade row. Consequently, figure 5 also represents
the stage e.fiicien~ for a symmetrical diagram. The
efficiency for a symmetrical velocity diagram obtained from
figure 5 difTers slightly from that obtained by use of figure 17
of refwence 2 because the figure of refawnce 2 is based on a
linear approximation to the exact equation (10), name~y
For a nonsymmetrical veIocity dia~am, the blade-element
efficiency for the stage is the weighted average of the blade-
element ~ciencies for the rotor and stator bIades with the
weighting factors given by the ideal pressure rise of each.
The relations derived in the present analysis should be
accurate over a tide range of valuw of D/L and wm. Because
the curves of @ure 5 are fairly flat in the region of peak
efficiency, a moderate deviation from the optimum value of
Wmproduces only a small loss in bIade-element eficiency.
SLMIE-ELEMENT PEESSURE RATIO
Qeneral considerations. —If radial flow is neglected, the
pressure ratio across a row of blades, either rotor or st-ator, is
given by
{ T“t’-(m% ’12):= 1+7–1
which is obtained from equations (4), (6), and (9). For a
given value of ~, the pressure ratio thus depends only on the
Met Mach number M, the velocity ratio V3/Vl, and the
polytropic ef6ciency qP. If the eiiiciency could be held
constant, very high pressure ratios obviously codd be
obtained by increasing the Mach number. With c&-
ventional compressor desigg, however, the efficiency has
been found to drop very rapidly if the inlet Mach number is
increased much beyond the critical Mach number of _t&e
blades. For b reason, designs for inlet Mach numbers
appreciably above the critical Mach number of the .blad.es. ...... .
have generally been considered impractical. The high
efficiencies that have been obtained with supersonic difhwm,
however, strongly suggest that compressors of high efficiency”
and pressure ratio are possible with supersonic velocities
entering the bhiiks, but any detailed consideration of such
compressors is beyond the scope of the present investigation.
??roumE.-EEWlemyofblodaelemgntWMS9 fnndort ofmtlofmemdirI_relod@toaxial
velw.kg w. and of dras-llftrath D/L.
TVith given Mach number and polytropic efficiency,
equation (12) shows that the pressure ratio incre.wes as the
velocity ratio VJVl decreases, but at a continuously de-
creasing rate, and reaches a matium at a veIocity ratio “”
of O. h’ot all the static-pressure rise resuIt:@ from a ““
decrease in the relative velocity, however; represents a gain
in the total-pressure ratio of the compressor. Only changes
in the whirl component of velocity (for TI= rJ are effective
in increasing the total enthalpy and hence the total pressure,
as is evident from Euler’s equation,
AH=;(v,..,S–VI.,s) u
for T,= T,. (See reference 7 for a detaiIed discussion of the
applications of Euler’s equation.) Although the total
pressure is increased only across the rotor blades, the stator
blades generally must change the whirl component of velocity
by about the same amount in the opposite direction in order
that the process can be repeated in the next stage. Changm
in the axial component of velocity have no direct dlect on
the total-pressure ratio obtained.
.-
The possibility of an indirect efFect of. change h“- a~al
velocity on the total-preesure ratio must, however, be con-
sidered. Schicht proposed increasing the total-prwsure ratio
by using a rapidly increasing axial component of velocity
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through the rotor (reference 3). The argument for this
procedure is that, when the usual adverse pressure gradient,
which tends to produce flow separation, is reduced by increas-
ing the axial veIocity, a larger change in whirl velocity and
hence a greater total-pressure ratio can be obtained. Tli.s
method may be effective for single-stage, low-speed blowers
in applications where high discharge velocity is desired. The
method is unsuitable, however, for high-speed, multistage
axial-flow comprewors, because, in order to be able to repeat
the process in a number of stages, the axial velocity has to be
again reduced through the stator blades. The argument that
au increasing a.xia~velocity makes possible a large change in
whirl velocity in the rotor blades also indicates that obtaining
the same change k whirl velocity with reascmable efficiency
in the stators, where the axial velocity is decreasing, would
be very di.fhcult. Excessively high Mach numbers at the
inlet to the stators are also encountered if reasonable rotor
speeds and inlet Mach numbers to the rotor blades are used.
Thus, for subsonic-compressor designs with definite Mach
number limitations, little if anything appears to be gained in
increased over-all pressure ratio by appreciable changes in
axial velocity across any blade row. A gradual change in the
axial velocity through a multistage compressor may be de-
sirable to obtain favorable conditions at the inlet to each
stage, but any increase in over-all tdal-preesure ratio that
is obtained results principally from realizing the optimum
Mach number tit the inlet to each stage rather than from the
direct eihct of change in axia~ velocity within the stage on the
total-pressure ratio across the stage.
In analyzing the blade-element p~formance of a single
stage in relation to ita effect on the total-pressure ratio of the
compressor, the actual stage can therefore be.. considered
replaced by an equivalent stage with” the same inlet Mach
number and changes in whirl velocity but with constant
axiaI velocity. Because the static-pressure ratio across such
an equivalent stage is p~ctically the same as the total-
presswre ratio, the consideration of static-pressure ratios alone
across the equivalent stage is sticient in evaluating the
performance of stages designed to give maximum total-
pressure ratio in a given number of stages.
Pressure ratio based on constant axhd velocitty.-l?or con-
stant axial velocity, the velocity ratio across a blade” “NW”is
given by
— v* Cos /91
T=mii-jj”““ ......... . .-
and hence from equation (12) the preksure ratio “ii
B=
PI { ‘++’’[’-(%31}%”‘“ ii)
The minimum possible value of the velocity ratio for a given
inlebair mgle ill is equal to the cosine of the inlet-air angle.
For constint mial velocity across the blade row, the irdet-
a.ir angle must thus be large to obtain appreciable diffusion
through any row of blades.
The actual pressure ratio that canle. obtained, however,
depends also on the practical hnitationa on the turning of
the air. The maximum amount of turning that is practical
without--flow separation and apprec~ble. 10SS.o[ efllciency
varies appreciably with the value of wm. Sehral different
parameters have been used to rcpresen~ this limihtiion. A
natural extension of the idea of blade loading for isolnt cd
airfoils is the limitation bused on Cti (refcrcnccs 2,8 (p. 30),
and 9), which is a measure of tho loading on a row of lhdes
rather than on the ~individual bladis. Another limitation
based on the maximum allowable value of –Aw, which
remains nearly constant over a fairly large range of vahms
of w~, will also be considered. For brevity both of these
limitations will be designated blade-loading limitations.
The.-mlation between lift coefficient, solidity, and whirl-
velocity ratios is obtained from re.fcrencc 2, equation (21),
a9 .. . . .
2(–Au))
c’”-- [1+ (w)%] ““
or expressed in terms of angle~ by usc of Egurc I (b) as
(14)
Mef -air O179JC,pl, deq
A. graphical representation based on them relations showing
CLu as a function of inlet-air angle and turning anglo for
D/L eqiial to O is shown in figure 6. For most practical
applications the term (D/L) tan I& can be mglccted, but if
high acwracy is des~ed the effect of drag can be takcu
into account by dividing the value of C~u ob taincd from
figure 6 .by 1+ (D/L)” ttm pm. The pressure ratio, expressed
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in terms of the ratio W* of mean whirl velocity to axial veloc-
ity, is given, as shown in appendix A, by
ml”
{
~2= 1+ (7–l)M’
wm(—Aw) =pl
PI
[
(–Aw)
1+ w.+~
11
(15)
TIM vaIue of –Aw in terms of C~u is obtained by solving
equation (14) for —Aw.
-AW=W==6+W=3(16)
The pressure ratio as a function of. W= for MI=0.7 and
Cm=l.O for three values of D/L is shown in figure 7 (a).
The polytropic efhiency was assumed equal to the ef6ciency
for incompressible flow given by equation (10). For the
isentropic cme (D/L= O), the pressure ratio increases
aspptoticdy to a maximum as W. increases but is very
near the maximum value at w.=4. As the value of D/L
is increased, the mttximum pressure ratio is obtained at
progreasively lower vtdues of W- because of the drop in
ticiency when W= is increased beyond 1 (@. 5). Even
with a value of D/L of 0.10, the maximum pressure ratio
Mean whirl velaoity ~
Axial velocity
,.
AAun whir) vefoct ty
. 7omAxial veloafy
(a) Product of lfft acdicient and aolfdityCr.q 1.0
(b) Dras-llftratioD/L,O.IK.
FIGURE7.—Premmreratio aoroaabladerow zdpl as func+lonof r~o Qfme= whlrfWoelty
to adfd YelocltyW. fortrdetMach numberMI nfO.7.
I occurs at a value of wm more than ttice that for maximumefficiency. The tiecti of Cm on the pressure ratio is shown
in figure 7 (b). A point of diminishing returns is rapidly
approached as CLUis increased. The corresponding decreas-
ing rate of increase in total-pressure ratio of a stage is asso-
ciated with the decrease in rotor speed resulting if a constant
relative inlet Mach number k to be ma~~~ed ss —AW
is increased.
The variation in pressure ratio tith wm shown in figure 7
is quite di&rent tiom tb~ familim variation (references 8
(pp. 99-105) and 10) when the rotor speed fitead Of the ._.
reIative inlet Mach number ia constant. The variation in
pressure ratio with W. for a symmetrical velocity diagram
when the rotor-blade-element Mach number U/al is constant
is show-n in figure 8 -wi& the inlet relative hfach number Ml
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shown as contours. These curves are based on the relation
.
~~11
Pa_ rl , 7–1 /Z~(-L@~ 7=1
.- .—
——
PI L- ‘ 4 [a, )
which is obtained by substituting
metrical velocity diagram (fig. 9)
w. J
the reIation for a sym-
~u
-1
FIGURE9.-Symmetr1ed ‘ialocftyd!e.gramfor rotor blah showing velooltfesrelatim to
rotorand statorr&renc3 ti.
./l+ rw.+=la..
Jf,= ~ L,. z Ju ..----- . ... . . .
2wm z
in equabion (15). The pressure ratio given in figure 8“
actually represents that across the first row of blades of a
symmetrical stage. If “the axial velocity is maintained
constant, as is assumed here, the prqnwre rati~. across the
second row of bladm w-U be SIightly less than that aoross the
fist row because of the higher velocity of souncl and hence
lower relative Mach number at the inlet to the second row
of blades of the stage.
The increase in pressure ratio with decreasing w. is due
to the increase in reIative Mach number as the value of w.
is decreased (fig. 8). The curves have been extended only
up to a relative Mach number of about 0.8 because the
assumption of constant D/L cannot .b.e expected to hold
above that lMach number. The shape of the curves is
essentially the same for the three dMerent ro.tar speeds
shown in figure 8, but the actusd pressure ratios at the
sfme vahe of w. are, of course, different because of tie
different Mach number, Moreover, the curves are extended
to lower values. of w~ at the lower rotor speeds (figs. 8 (b)
and 8 (c)) because of the shift of the limiting Mach number
contour of 0.8 to the left. The important conclusion to be
drawn from figure 8 is that, for a giyen rotor speed, the
pressure ratio can be raised by increasing the. design axial
velocity up to the point where the Meet of additional blade
drag remdting from compression ?hock, Wnesyonding to an
increase in D/L, counterbalances the direct effect of higher
Mach number.
AIthough limitations on Made loading based on C..u are
widely used in fan and compressor d~ign, it is got always
realized that the maximum allowable value of d~u variw
with the value of w~ and hence with the blade stagger.
Unfortunately, only- meager experimental data on this
important ~oint are avaiIable. According to Howell in a
British repcrt, the aIIowable value of CL drops appreciably
with increasing values of w~, and a m~tant —Aw (equal
to tan ‘al— tan a? in HoweU’s notation) is a bettir Iimitatiou
at values of W. 1sss than 1.
The pressure ratio is shown in figure 10 for a constant
Mean tilrf velocity, ~
Axrol vek ci}y
I?MUBW10.—Pxwmreratfo‘mom blade row es fwrctlonof rutloof moen widrl vclodty to
axfalvelooltyw. with ratioof de~ in wbkl ‘reIocltytoaxlelwdodtg—Awof0.742and
draf+lfftratioDILofO.OtL
value of. —Aw= 0;742 (corresponding to its value for t7~u=l,
w~= 1, and D/L= 0.05), for a, constant vahe OfilIl, ~Id for “-
a constant value of U/tZl. The a~-a.iIable data seem to
indicate that, when the value of w. is kss than 1, the limita-
tion based on a constant —Aw is preferable; wl.mreas, at
values of w~ greater than 1, the limitation based on a cou-
stant C~a is better, On the basis of either of theso lin~ita-
tions on the turning of the air, for a given inlet Mach mnnber
a considerable drop in pressure ratio occurs if w~ is dccrcascd
much beyond 1.
For a constant value of w. and a giwm blade-hmding
limitation, equation (15) shows that the prcssuro rtt~io
increases with increasing Mach number withitl tho range of
Mach. rmmbem over which the efficiency chtinge is iu-
appreciable. The pressure ratio also increases with in-
creasing Mach number when the rotor speed is held cmstant
(fig. 8):._aThe M@ nwuber thus plays a dominant role in
deterrmnmg the pr~sure ratio. In ordor to obtain high
pressure ratios pOr stage .ou all stages, a co.mpresscr should
therefore be designed for a velocity distribution tha~ gives
as nearIy as possible the limiting relative Mach number at.
the inlet to aIl blade elements.
SPECIFICMASS FLOW
The mass flo~v through a unit cross-sectional area of a
compressor is given by
where the quantities J& and I?sare with respect t.Qa station-
ary reference frame. (See appendix A,) Because both p,
and aT iricrease through the compressor, the mass” flow pcr
unit area for a given absolute Mach number lk& and flow
angle & also increases through t.~e compr~r. Only at the
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compressor inlet does the mass flow per unit area therefore
provide an essential limitation on the total mass flow for
a compressor of a given diameter. The mass flow per unit
cross-sectional area corrected to standard sea-level conditions
is referred to hereinafter as ‘~speciiic mass flow.” The
specific mass flow for dry air with 7 equal to 1.4 is given by
(appendix A)
11’\b_8!!i.4il& Cos &
K– (1+0.234.9’)3 (18)
The rnasimum specific mass flow is obtained when 19=0 and
ills= 1 and is equa~ to 49.4 pounds per second per square
foot. For this condition to occur ahead of the fist rotor,
the Wet Mach number relative to the iirst rotor must be
supersonic. The decrease in specific mass flow for a nmder-
ate change in M.. or & km the optimum values, however,
is sIight. For example, for a value of -iIfs of 0.7, the reduc-
tion in speciiic mass flow is only 9 percent.
For a subsonic-compressor design with a given Mach num-
ber limitation and rotor speed, the maximum spectic mass
flow is obtained with an a.pproximately symmetrical velooity
diagram, becauso any appreciable deviation from Symmetry
requirea a substantial reduction in the allowable axial
velocity to keeprwithiu the Mach number limitation on both
the rotor and stator blades. For a symmetrical velocity
diagram and a relative idet Mach number JII,E the specific
mass flow is given (appendLx A) by
WTV= 85.4i’&
{
,+o.2A,,,E:!~Jm
—
(19)
> 50,
1 \llllll ~11 t I 1 I 11
Meon tiirl veloeify ~-
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FmrEB H.-SPWJ5CmassSow M functionof ratio d me8nwhh! vekfty to =L?l ~eloeftY
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The variation of the specific-mass flow W. is shown in figure 11
for a symmetrical velocity diagram with given Mach
number and d=u limitations. The maximum specific mass
flow is obtained at low valu= of W. but the rate of increase
becomes wry smaII as W. is decreased below 0.4. At a
value of W. equal ta 1, corresponding to the maximum blade-
element efficiency, the specfic mass flow ie about 70 percent
of its maximum value.
W33S*5GH?
APPLICATION OF BLADE-ELEIIEN’l? THEORY TO
COMPRESSOF 13Es1G~
EFFICIEhC\
The blade-element theory alone does not account for all
the aerodynamic 10SSSSin a compressor. The friction of the
annular walk and the large secondary flows near the ends
of the blades introduce additional losses. No adequate theo-
retical analysis of these losses j.s at present available, but a
semiempirical analysis has been”given by Howell (reference 11),
which appears to approximate closely the oYer-all comprw-
aor ficiency over a range of operation. The losses are
expressed in terms of an effective drag coefficient at the meag-
diameter blade section, which comists of three cnmponent
drag coefficients assumed to represent profile losses, annulus-
friction 10SSSS,and secondary-flow losses. The profile drag
coficient is obtained from wtike-survey measurements in
cascade tunneIs. The remaining losses were found to be
given satiafactoriIy, for a large number of compressors
analyzed, by the empirical relations
.-
.
-,.
-. .-
and are considered to represent annulns-friction losses and
secondary-flow losses, respectively.
The increase in the effective drag coefficient due to
annulus friction and secondary flow, as indicated by equa-
tions (2o) and (21), represents, of course, a corresponding
increase in the effective drag-lift ratio, but Howell;s analysis
does not indicate how this increase is to be distribute over ‘“
the annulus. Survey measurements on compresso~ have _
shown, however, that the main increase in lessee OCCURnear
the enda of the bladw. Thus it would seem reasonable ii
applying the blade-element theory to use the value of D/L
obtained from cascade measurements in the middle portion
of me blade and a considerably augmented value near the
ends of the blades. Because of uncertainties as to how to
distribute these increases and because of the breakdown
near the ends of the blades of the conditions required for the
blade-element theory to apply, quantitative rwndts cm.not be
expected with this method of analyzing the stage efliciegcy. “”
The blade-element theory may be used, however, as a
qualitative guide in design until more exact methods of
analysis are available.
The theoretical optimum value of w.= 1 for conat~t D/L
may be altered somewhat if D/L varies with wm. ~ctutdly
D/L appears to decrease slightly as W- is decreased. Thus
the optimum value of IORmay be somewhat less than 1. ln
any case, as is shown in figure 5, the degrease @ blade.
ekuent efficiency is small for moderate deviations from the
optimum value of w~. Also for any deviations from a
syounetricd velocity dkgram, the losses are less when the
deviation on either blade row is toward smaller values of
W. because the ideal pressure rise, which is the weighting
factor for calculating (incompressible) stage efliqiegcy, is
then leas on the leas e.flicient blado row. The blade-element
theory also indicatw that the signitkant factor is the drag-lift
—L
t
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ratio and not merely the drag. Thus’ a decrease in the ]if t
coefficient, such as might be produced by an excessively high
solidity, reduces the efficiency the same as. an increase in
drag coefficient.. Because the stage. “efficiency depends also
to a considerable intent on the Iomw msociated with secon,
dary flow not consider~d in the blade-element theory, the
need for research on the details of three-dimensional flow
is indicated.
COMPRESSOItS;ZE ‘“
The blade-element theory shows for subsonic designa the
possibility of decreasing both the diameter and the length
of a compressor for a given air flow and pressure ratio by
careful consideration of the velocity diatrib.uticm. A super-
ficial consideration of figures 7 and 11 would suggest that
for constant relative Mach numbm any .eftkrt to reduce
the diameter by decreasing w~ ~ order to increase the
specific mass flow. would necessarily decrease the pressure
ratio pq stage and thereby increa~e the comprcasor length.
This argument, however, considers only a single blade
element and neglects the actual limitations that occur in a
multistage compressor. Frost, oritie the rotor speed k.
fixed for any reason, the preesure ratio across-: w- blade
element can be increased by decr_em.ing the value of w.
to the point where. the limiting X&ch. number is reached,
as shown for tie case of .a symmetrical diagram by figure 8.
Secondly, the specific mass flow liits the mass flow of the
rornpressor. only at the inlet to tb compressor. Because
the inlet stage tends to limit “both the mass flow and the
rotor speed of a compressor, the consideration of velocity
distribution in the inlet stage is particularly important.
A low hub-to-tip-diameter ratio at the inlet is desirablo
for high mass flow through a given diameter. I?or the
conventional type of axial-flow stage, ratios much below
0,5 appear impractical because of the impossibility of main-
taining favorable velocity diagrams at all radii, but lower
vahms might be effectively used b a very high-solidity
stage with considerable hub taper. The design would tt~en
approach that typical of “mixed-flow” compressors with
appreciable pressure rise along the hub arising from centri-
fugal action; the terms involving @ equation (4) Would
no longer be negligible. The next ~gction is concerned o~Y
with the more conventional type of design.
Velocity distribution in inlet stage,-The method of desi~l
bad on free-vmtwi. flow is widely used because of the
simplicity and the relatively high accuracy with which the
flow can be calculated. .The velocity diagrams for. a free-
vortex design for high spec~c mass flow with a hub-t-g-tip-
cliameter ratio of 0.55 are shown ..”in figure 12 .(a).. For
simplicity, the effect of passage taper is neglected. The
maximum pressure ratio compatible with this type of design
was obtained by making the m-~ .Mach number the
same (0.7) on the rotor and stator blades, The maximum
Mach number occurs at the tip on the rotor blades and at
the hub on the stator blades..
The blade-element theory shows .&at. t~ tfie of design
has several disadvantages. The velocity diagram is umym-
metrical at all but one radius and the inIet Mach number
& ‘A=
Tfp
.%/b
(b) Basedon symmetrlce.1mbolty dfasrnmand constanttotalentlwdpyalonrmdfus.
l?mwm lz–T%.lcdty dtagmmsfor tire.trotorrow rAmrrMs&gemmpmssor fur h[gh qweidc
mass flow wkh hub40-tIp-dlrimeter ratio of 0.S6 and msxlmum product of IIft cowtlldcni
and Soliruty (CW)..i of 0.77.
for most .cdthe blad.e length is much below the limitirlg -due.
The result is a rather low pressure ratio per stage and, at Lho
hub, a relative velocity at the outlet of tlp rotor achally
greater than at the inlet. It has been sugg@cd that difll-
cuIti& might arise at the hub with blades deeigncd for such
a ve~ocity diagram because the roquircd Made curvature
in the direction of roLation at the rotor. ou thk WOU1d kmd
to start the flow in thti..opposite direction from that desired.
The cause for this uncertainty of flow direction and (he
possibility of backflow can be eliminated by making the
velocity diagram more symmctrioal at the hub, butt the
press~e ratio of th~ st~e is further rcduccd by this adjum-
ment inasmuch as the limiting Mach rmmb~ is kn uo
longer attxiiied on both the rotor and stator blades.
The use of a symmetrid velocity diagram with constmL
total enthalpy at all radii (fig. 12(b)) eliminates. thcm ciis-
advantagee. The same Mach number and (7w linlit.at~o us
are used as for “the free-vortex design. The principnl dificr-
eice “b–that the inIet Mach number is very nedy conshmt
for all blade elements of both rotor and sta~or blades. .Tim
inlet llach number at the hub is actually sIightly higher
than at the tip because of the increase in axial velocity
towaid the hub required for this type of rotation to mainhiin
radid equilibrium. The specific mass flow is also sommvha~
higher for the symmetrical velocity diagram than for a free
vortki because: of the “incre~e in axia{ veIocity toward tie
hub. A comparison of the weighted average specific mass
flow Aid the pressure ratio for the lmo types of velocity
distribution with the same maximum inlet Mach number
for each ia .&o}yn in the following table:
I “: I I AP,.arsuw J7m &pi fkmmeLAm umsrsm I
I 1 1 I I. . . .
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Llmitat.ions on turning based on both C;a find on —Aw arc
shown. The limitations are conservative but are the same for
both types of design and should therefore give the relative,
but not neceswwily the maximum, performance for the two
designs. Not only is the pressure ratio for the inlet stage
higher for the symmetrical diagram than for the -vortex but
also the pressure ratio obtainable in the succeeding stages is
higher because of the higher rotor speed permitted for the
symmetrical-design diagram (12-percent higher rotor speed
for t.hii example).
A disadvantage of the design based on symmetrical velocity
diagram and constant total enthalpy along the radius is tha~
the a.sial velocity may become very lo-iv or the solution be-
come impossible (iiaginsxy velccity) near the tip, especially
after the rotor, for Iow mass flow. The decrease in axial
velocity across the rotor blades at the tip is not shown in the
velocity diagram. The variation in axial velocity from hub
to tip is useful in producing a more uniform inlet Mach
number but., if too large, results in flow separation along the
casing. The magnitude of the radial. variation in axial
velocity for the symmetrical-diagram design is a function of
W. at some particular radius, such as the hub, and increases
with increasing values of w=. The asial velocity at the
casing may become O if the value of W= at the hub is made
too large. The design based on a symmetrical velocity
diagram and constant total e.nthalpy along the radius is
therefore suitable only for designs with high specific mass
flow. A velocity distribution somewhere between a. free-
vortex design and a spnmetrical veJocity diagram at dI
radii would probably be preferable for designs of lower
specific mass flow than that considered in the example of
figure 12 (b). Small variations in the total enthalpy along
the radius may also be useful in obtaining a favorable radial
variation in the ve~ocit.y components. The determinant ion
of the theoretical optimum distribution of veloci~y and
mt htdpy is very complex because of the idinite number of
possible variations, but a good approximation to an optimum
design for given conditions is possible with the aid of the
blade-element theory.
AxiaI variations through compressor.—The blade-demerit
theory is also very useful in the analysis of the effect of
ditTerent variatiom of axial velocity from stage to stage.
The speed of the rotor is usually determined by the Mach
number limitation on the fit row of rotor blades. For
maximum pressure ratio per stage, an increase in the blade
velociky U in the later stages wouId be desirable. In the
usual designs, the angular velocity of all the rotor blade.a is
the same because they are mounted on the same shaft.
The blade-element velocity U, however, cmn be increased
by increasing the radial distance from the a.xie. The in-
crease in the tip diameta, howe-rer, increases the over-all
diameter of the compressor for a given specific mass flow
at the compressor inlet. If a larger over-aII diameter is to
be used, the use of the larger diameter also at the inlet would
appear desirable in order to allow a higher hub-to-tip-diam-
et er ratio with a given mass flow and thti to obtain, higher
pressure ratios over the tit few stages. The increase in
the tip diameter in the later stages therefore is of dubious
value.
The increase in hub diameter from stage to stage, howwor,
produces a higher pressure ratio per stage both by imxcaaing -” “”
t&e blade-element velocity at the hub Ua and by maintaining
tlm inlet Mach number near the Iimiting value by an increase i
in asial velocity (fig. 8). The maximum pressure ratio with
a constant casing diameter is obtained by increasing the hub
diameter from stage to stage in such a manner as to obtain
the limit ing inlet Mach number on each stage. Because-ke
velocity of sound increases, the asial velocity at” he- cting
must be increased to maintain the same inlet Mach number.
For pressure ratios of 5 or more, this procedure leads ta very
short blades and high ratios of hub-to-tip diameter in the
last stages. The tip-clearance losses are increased unless the”- ‘“”
absolute clearances are reduced because of the greater rela-
tive clearance for the short blades. The annulua lo~es may
also be a Iarger percentage of the energy input because of
higher ratio of passive, or annulus, area to active, or blade,
area (reference 12). The use of small blade chords will re-
duce this ratio of passive to active mea as well as reduce the
length of the compressor, but the adveme effect of reducing
the Reynolds number must be considered (reference lz}~
Becauso of the relatively high density and velocity in the
last stages, however, the chords can be made considerably “”
smaller than in the inlet stages and the same Reynolds num-
ber maintained. The dfiuser requires more ca&d att&-
tion with high axial velocities at the compressor outlet but
the difhser losses become less important as the over-all pris-
sure rat io is increased. The use of boundary-layer control,
even for high outlet velocities, should make efliciegt Musion
possible in a very short diffuser (reference 13). The requir~- ‘- ‘
suet ion couId easily be provided. For example, the boundary-
layer air removed might be used for cooling some portion
of the t i]rbine where the pressure is lower than that in the
diffuser.
The high losses reported by Eckerti (reference 12) for high
hub-to-t ip-diameter ratios in single-stage blowem app&r “b
be 1sss serious in multistage compressors. The hub-to-tip. “,~
diameter ratio is quite high in the Iast few stag= of the
NACA eight-stage axial-ff ow comprwor (O.93 in the last stage).
(See reference 2.) Although no information is available Ori
the etliciency of the last stages, the over-all efficiency (refer-
ences 1,2, and 14) is much higher than would be expected if
the efficiency dropped as drastically as indicated by Eckert.
-,.-T
FLEX’IStLITYAXD RANGE
l’ery littlehas yet beem done on the investigationof the -
effectof design variables on the range and the flexibility of
a.tial-flowcompressors. h unpublished British report made
a theoretical analysis based on cascade data of several types
of design, but the difference in range for practical designs
were not particularly remarkable. The probkm of range
and flexibility is considered from an entirely difFerent point -
of view in reference 1, where the possible extension of the
useful range by the use of adjustable statm-blade settings is
investigat~d. Improvements in the efBciency at other than
design speed and a considerable extension of the flo~v range
at any given speed were found to be possible by ‘the adjtih-
ment of the stator-blade angles aIone. An improvement of
——.-—
about 0.08 in efficiency over the design set t.ing for one of th~ “.
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blade reset tings at approximately half the design speed was
obtained. A shift of the peak-efficiency flow by 20 to. 30
percent was possible over the entire speed range by tie use.
of diflerent statar-blade-angle settings. The extension.in the
flow range was particuhdy striking at a compressor. Mach
number of 0.8 because of the very narrow range at this speed
with any one blade setting. Approximately a sevenfold in-
crease in the flow range was obtained at this compressor
speed by the use of diflerent statm-blade settings.
The succass of this method in extending the useful range of
axial-flow .cornpreseors has warranted the development of a
more rapid method for computing bIade resettirga than that
presented in reference 1. Figures3, 4, and 6 provide the.
basis for such a method, as is illustrated by the example in
appendix B.
.-
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS
A bladeelement theory developed for analyzing the effect
of basic design variabIw on axial-flow-compressor perform-
ance may be summarized as folIows.:.
The one-dinmnsional compressible-flow theory shows that.
the effect of polytropic efficiency on some of the flow relations
across a row of blades is of the same order of magnitude as
the effect of Mach number. Flow calculations based on
isentropic compressible flow may therefcwe. be. appreciably
in error. For substantial improvement in compnissor effi-
ciency, research should b&-directed toward a reduction in
bIadcdement drag-lift ratio and toward a better under-
standing of secondary-flow phenomena.
The relative Mach number is shown to be a dominant
factor in determining the pressure ratio and considerable
increase in pressure ratio over that for conventional designs
can be obtained by producing a v.~ocity distribution that
gives~elatiye i~et .Mach numbws close to the limiting Afach
number on all blade elements. With a given irdet Alach
number, the pressure ratio obtainable across a blado row
increases and the spec~c mass flow decreases as the ratio of
mean whirl velocity to axial veIocity increases for the high-
efficiwcy rangO of this velocity ratio (vahms nom 1).
Foti” iompreesor” designs with a definite hfach i]umlwr
Imitation, the velocity distribution in tho inlet stage is
particularly important because the hdet stago limits both the
mass-flow and the rota speed of the compressor and tlwrcby
limits the pressure ratio of later stages as well as t.hc inlc~
stag- By the use of inlet guide vanes designed to produce
a radial variation of axial velocity at the inlet tm tlm firs~
rotor, a substantial increase in stage preasuro ratio find a
slight increase in the specific mass flow OVM designs basccl
on free vortex with the same Mach number and turning
limitations are shown to be possibIe. In the succeeding
stages; the maximum pressure ratio pm stago withou~ ~n
increase in compressor diameter is obttiinable by increasing
the hub diameter to obtain the maximum axial veIocity
compatible with the Mach number Imitation,
The use of adjustable stator Mades is an ellective method of
extending the high-efficiency range of axial-flow compressors.
A graphicaI method developed for one-dimeosiorml analysis
is very useful in determining the blade-anglo settings for
differtit operating conditions.
FLIGBT PROPULSION RESEARCH LABOtiTORY, ““ ““”‘
NATIONAL” ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, November %’, 1947.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
When an equation is the same
the equation number isthe same.
as in the body of the text
Adi;batic and polytropic efllciencies.-For different ideaI
reversible procewa, such as adiabatic, isothermal, and
polytropic, the densities me diRerent functions of the pres-
sure and therefore by equation (7) the efEciencies obtained
are ditterent. Because most actual compression processes
me approxhnatdy adiabatic, the efEciency based on a
reversible adiabatic. proc~ as the ideal process has been
widely used. The poIytropic efficiency is also useful because
it is equal to the efficiency of the individual small stages of
an adiabatic comprmsion when the eficiency of these small
stages is constant throughout. For this reason, it is often
referred to m “smalI-stage” ficiency. For constant spe-
&c heat, the density is given by
/’,,.. \ll’v
(22)
for the reversible adiabatic process and by
L)
~ Un
P=P1 ~ (23)
for the polytropic process. The polytropic exponent n for
the ideal proc= is chosen to give the same density and
temperature at the final pressure ~ as for the actual process.
The substitution of these qressions in equation (7) and
the use of the perfect gas law gives the following values for
the adiabatic and polytropic efficiencies:
, _“,*[&)=-’] ‘
,,_’’%4i%l
Ah
The thermodynamic relations
()Ni=Jc,(t,-t,) =R ~~~ t, ~–l
and
s—l
(P)
~ w_g
1 ‘h
when substituted in equations (24) and (25) give
()
g %l_l
qd= ~;
C–l
r- I
6)
La 7_1
7!=?=2 “.-~
(F)
a ~_l
‘1
or
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
and
(29)
Therefore .
..
T-J.
()
p2 7_1
~d’- E ,_l (8)
(Jpl 7p_1—1
By the use of L’HospitaI’s rule, the limiting vahe. of q=~as
PJP1 approach= 1 ~n read~x be shown b be equal to 7P.
If equation (29) is solved for n, the polytropic exponent is
given as a function of the polytropic efficiency
Although the derivation has been made in~t.erms of static
prcxm.res, temperatures, and enthalpies, each of the equations
in this derivation can readiIy be shown to apply when the.
static vahms are repIaced by the corresponding totaI values.
For a given process, the efficiencies and the polytropic
exponent based on total and static vahes will differ, but, as
was shown by the example in the section General Efficiency
Relations, when t.h~e eftlciencies are used to represent the ..——_
over-all performance of a compressor the difference betvreen _
the corresponding efEcienci& based on total and static
values is usually quite small.
IteIation between total and static ei3ioiencies,-The adi-
abatic efficiency based on total pressures and temperatures
can readiIy be expressed in tams of the a@abatic~efficiency
based on static valum by substituting in the equation
d&ning the total efficiency
P, %l_ ~
()~
%ILT= T,
~,–1
.
the relations between total and static~prwmrea and tempera-
tures
g= P %1
L)
‘r-l ~p
t– =1+— 2
where the values are with respect to a stationary reference
frame. Thus,
-1
where
(P)(-J B ~_l%d,T=
()cl;_l
.. . ---- ._.
(30)
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When M, =il~~, then C= 1, and equation (30) becomes the
stame ‘as tJle relation for the static efficiency
().&2 %’_l ““
%ld,al=
PI
h
~—1
{31)
An explicit relation for the total efficiency in terms of the
static efficiency and the statio-preemr~ ratio can be obtained
by eliminating the temperature ratio in equation (30) by
use of equation (31). The. rwmIt of this elimination is
-f-l(J~E.T_l
?%d.T= ~ad,st
1
‘y— 1
PG)y-’l+(l-Q(l-’~”) ‘“-“
or expressed in terms of total-pressure ratio
~ ~._i .- .
%d T=qad,al
O P,
-f-~
P, 7
()~; –l+(l– Q(l–qd.,J
By a similar derivation, .,
7-1
P2 7
(). .log ~;~P,T=Vp.81 y-l
log (g)~ – (1 –%,,,) k c
BIade-element efOciency,-.4 blade-element efficiency for
immmprwsible flow based on the power input to the air
by the rotor is suitable if appIied to an entire stage,
as in reference 2, but is unsuitable for considering the per-
formance of a single blade row, For flow across a. single
bhde row with no change in radius and with the blade row
as reference frame,
~=K%’-+T (32)”
and the general expression for efficiency based on static
states (equation (7)) becomes, for the..case of ineomprwsible
flow considered herein,
Ap
%L*=~v12 ~v2f
———
22
(33)
which is the usual simphfied expression for diffuser efficiency
in which velocity variations acrow the passage are neglected
(reference 15).
For constant axial velocity, the following relations can
readily be obtained from moment urn considerations and
figures 1 and 13:
FIOUEE 13.—I’ectordingremof forceson bladeehmmt.
Lsinflm ~
‘--S-- ( –: cot pm)
and
~=Fo–Q s-k!J. ._ _
Cospm
Fe
=—–L ~ tan ~mCos pm
or if this equation is “soIved for L
If this lift is substituted in equation (34),
(34)
. . —
(35)
-- ..
““” -(3G)
also . .
=PV.%1.(-AW) (37)
By the iiubstitution of equations (36)and (3~ in equntion (33),
the blade-element efficiency based on static-pressure rise and
incompressible flow is finally obtained as
1
1 D .:.
—G=E
q“’i=i~ “-”- (10)
The blade-element efficiency can nko be expressed in tmms
of the “gliding angle” c (fig. 13), which is defined by
tan e= D/L (38)
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The profile efficiency is
tfzn (pm—e)
V.hl= tan fl~
or
tan (900–/9.)
‘tan (900–pfl,+e) (11)
which is the same as the expression for the profle efEciemcy
of a propelIer.
Pressure ratios. —The pressure ratio across a row- of
blades for constant axial velocity and no radial flow can be
expressed in terms of W., —Aw, and M by use of equa-
tion (12) and figure l.(b)
[
v: V.,,+vw.z V.,1– VW.2s= 1+(7—1)3412 ~~ 2V=
ad
The mass flow through a unit cross- ._Speoiflc mass flow.—
sectional area in terms of a stationary reference frame is
W~=gpva
For ~= 1.4 and R=53.345 (dry air)
Hence
~,~ 85.4Ms COS/!?s
x= (1+0.2?.?.4s2)’
(17)
. .
-
(18)
In order to express thii result in terms of the relative Mach number and the velocity diagram parameters for a symmetrical
velocity diagram, it must be remembered that the quantities’ in e.qyation (18) are for absolute coordinates at -the i~et b- ,-:.:
the rotor (station 1). With the aid of figure 9, the following substitutions maybe made in equation (18):
,-
-.- . . ._____
.85 ~ v= v*,g
Tvti
‘=[l+@3f&YJ
8’”4~R
‘F=%%”“ ““”””””““””--
85,4MI. R
=
I [
~+~m_+.J* ~~-.“.. -..2.-...-1+o.2Ml. J
-~2p-
The value of –Aw is given in terms of C~U by equation (16).
APPENDIX B
EXAMPLE OF USE OF CHARTS FOR COMPUTATION OF STATOR-BLADE RESETTING
The method of computing the stator-blade resetting for
diflerent operating imnditions given in reference 1 involves
considerable Iabor in the trial-and+rror solution of the velocity-
ratio equation (equation (19) .of reference 1). Enlarged
working charts similar to figures 3, 4,_and 6 greatly facilitate
the computation of stdor-blade reettting, as is i.lhstratecl
by the folIowing exampIe:
The computations are made for a typicaI stage of the
NACA eight-shge axial-flow compressor for_am air flow and
a speed appreciably below the design values. The condi-
tions at the inlet to the stage are determined by the flow
from the previous stage and, for the purpose of this example,
are assumed to be known. The stage is here taken as a row
of stator bladea foIIowed by a row of rotor blades, The
station designations are: 1, at inlet to stator bIades; 2, be-
tween stator and rotor blades; and 3, at outlet from rotor
blades. Quantities that are a function of the radius are
taken at the mean radius unless. otherwise specified. The
following geometric characteristics of the stage are given:
AJA,=l.118
A,/A,=l.127
#stator=45.3°
#rOt.0,=43. 1° (design values)
=–5.6° (for blades used)
u,tan=O.9961
u~k,=l .0156 “
and
T2/r2,t=0.9004._
The given inlet conditions and rotor speed are
fi,=65.3°
V1/al=0.492”
U~/al*0.708 ..-
Itis proposed to reset the stator bIades to mtike the maxi-
mum lift coef%cient at the mean radius, which may occur on
either the stator or the rotor bIadw, equal to a prescribed
vaIue of 0.8. The adjustment of the stator-blade angle to
give a prescribed Iift coefficient on the stator bladea maybe
accomplished very simply by the use, of figure 6 and the
empirhd relation from reference 1 (equation (17)):
1%= (1 ‘~l%+~kor+~%
but the Iift coefficient on the rotor blades also must be
checked in order to..determine whether the prescribed maxi-
mum is exceeded. If the prescribed maximum Iift coefficient
is exceeded on the rotor bIades, as it ia in this example, the
lift coefficient must be determined with different stator-blade
settings until the prescribed maximum lift coefficient is
obtained on the rotor blades. The calculation of the stator-
blade setting for a Iift coeflioient of 0.8 on the stators is &t
made and the resulting lift coefficient on the rotor blades
determined. The calculation for the final ttritd solution for
a lift coeillcient of 0.8 on the rotor bIades is then presented.
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For’ i&plicity, the value of K is assumed to k 0,9
throughout. Somewhat more accurata results could be ob-
tained by estimating the value of K from the values pre-
sented in reference l& A polytropic o~ciency q, of 0.9 is
also assumed. The turning angle pl–~~ is found from
figure 6.for. ...
C. U=O.8X0.9961=0.797
and, for /31equal to 65,3°, is 11.5°.
Therefore
@,=53.8° _
and from the relation
13z=0.1B1+0.”9 #,m.,-O.9x5.6
the value of #,,,,o, is determined as 58.1°.
The vaIue of CL for the rotor blades for this st.rater-blade
setting requires the calculation of the flow across the stator,
The flow-area ratio is
fI_A Cos /% CQS 65.3°=0.791
fi--,-1.118 cos 53.8°
By the use of figures 3(c) and 4(c) wit~ dfl[dfi= 0.791 and
MI=0.492, the following ratios are obtained: VJVt= 0.754,
t#l = 1.021, and aa/al—1.010. The flow conditions of LIIc
air leaving the statm row may now he obtained from W
following relations:
Vz_V~ VI al 0.7b4XO;492=o~67
— —=
Z-71 al az 1.010 .
u, us,; rg al 0.70 f:;og004=0.631
z— al rg,laa .—
The whirI component of tho Mach number reIativo to tho
rotor is Men given by
The air velocity and the air ang~e relative to the rotor aro
then obtained from the rdations (in which tho subscript Ii!
has been dropped)
VW,Jal 0.335 * 544
tan /92=m=m= .
@2=57.1°
v,_vu, ,/6 0,335
=Q~=3.999G—iinl% .
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The leaving-air angle may no-iv be obtained from the relation
1%=O –~fL+Khor+KcYo
=(1–0.9)57.1”+0 .9(43 .1”) +0.9(–5.6”)
=39.5°
The flow-area ratio across thi rotor row is now obtained
from
Using @urea 3(c) and 4(c) again with dj~df,=O.792 and
Ml=o.399 (with the obvious changes in subscripts) gives
~,=o ~70
v, “
:=1.013
~=1.006
and the conditions at the exit of the rotor row are
Va Va Vs as 0.770 X0.399_. 305
_=— — . .
aa V* as a~ 1.006 “
T7~ v,
—=~ Cos /38=0.305 Cos 39.+=0.235
a8
vti,a_v,
——~ sin /33=0.305 sin 39.5°=0.194
aa
The turning angIe for the rotor row is &-&=57. 1°–39.50
=17.6°. hTow by use of figure 6, Cfir=O.93, which gives a
lift coefficient on the rotor
cL–10~;:6—=0.92
This lift coeflkient exceeds the maximum prescribed value
of 0.8. The lift coefficient on the rotor row therefore must
be Iowered by increasing the stator-blade anglm. The
stator Iift coel%cient wiU also be unavoidably reduced.’
After several trials, a value of #a,ti,=600 was found to
give approximately the maximum prescribed lift coefficient
of 0.8 on the rotor blades. The lift coficient on the stat.or
blade for this setting was 0.69.
L
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